DECLARATION OF COMMITMENT
BY INITIAL PARTICIPANTS
AND FOUNDING SUPPORTERS

London
4 September 2003

Upon this inauguration of the World Nuclear University as a worldwide network of distinguished educational and research institutions engaged in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy,

We, as representatives of the academic and research institutions that are the initial participants in this undertaking and of the international institutions that are its founding supporters, pledge our best efforts, consistent with the statutes of our respective organisations:

To assist this new endeavour in pursuing its essential aim of fostering international cooperation to advance the safe and expanded application of all aspects of nuclear technology in support of the goal of global sustainable development.
REPRESENTATIVES OF PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS

Argentina:
Balseiro Institute - Atomic Energy Commission
José P. Abrilata

Australia:
Australian Nuclear Science & Technology Organisation
Wayne Garrett

Austria:
Atomic Institute of the Austrian Universities
Helmuth Boeck

Belgium:
Belgian Nuclear Higher Education Network
William D'haezeleer

Brazil:
Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission
Odair Dias Goncalves

Bulgaria:
University of Sofia and Technical University of Sofia
Slavcho Neikov

Canada:
University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE)
R. Mohan Mathur

China:
Tsinghua University Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology (INET)
Zuoyi Zhang

Czech Republic:
Czech Technical University in Prague
Karel Matejka

Nuclear Research Institute REZ
Zdenek Kriz

Finland:
Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) and University of Lappeenranta (LUT)
Rainer Salomaa

France:
Institut National des Sciences et Techniques Nucléaires (INSTN)
Dominique Gentile

Christine Feltin
INSTN

Germany:
German Competence Network on Nuclear Technology
Reinhard Odoj
India:
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Training School
Ravi Grover

Italy:
IUSS-University of Pavia: European School of Advanced Nuclear Studies
Antonio Fauclano
CIRITEN Consortium
Giuseppe Fornasatti

Japan:
Tokyo University
Yoshiaki Oka
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Masaki Saito

Korea:
Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI)
Kyung Won Han

Mexico:
National Autonomous University of Mexico
Carlos Chavez Mercado

Russia:
Kurchatov Institute
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute
Vladimir Kharitonov

South Africa:
University of Potchefstroom
Gideon Greyvenstein

Spain:
Polytechnical University of Madrid
Oscar Cabellos

Sweden:
Swedish Centre for Nuclear Technology
Tomas Lefvert

United Kingdom:
Nuclear Academics Industrial Liaison Seminar
Philip Thomas
University of Manchester – UMIST
Paul O’Brien

United States:
Texas A & M
(leader of Southwest Consortium)
Oregon State University
(leader of Western Nuclear Science Alliance)
William Burchill

Europe-Wide:
European Nuclear Engineering Network
William D’haeseleer
FOUNDING SUPPORTERS

Mohamed Elbaradei, Director General
International Atomic Energy Agency

Sig Berg, Managing Director
World Association of Nuclear Operators

Luis Echavarrí, Director General
Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD

Gerald Grandey, Chairman
World Nuclear Association

RECEIVED AND ACKNOWLEDGED WITH APPRECIATION BY:

Hans Blix
Chancellor

Zack T. Pate
Chairman of the Board